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Abstract: The article addresses the issue of the unification of cartographic symbols in terms of 
graphics (visual) and interpretation in an international context. The motivation is the ongoing dig-
itization of processes in the conditions of Industry 4.0, especially Construction 4.0, where geodesy 
and cartography have their irreplaceable share. The aim was both to design uniform cartographic 
symbols for the description of geographical objects on the map and to design a general method for 
the description of unified cartographic symbols so that it is independent of specific applications. 
The authors compared the symbols used in the map works of the Czech Republic and neighboring 
countries that are members of the EU and proposed a formal description of the graphics properties 
of the symbols, which is based on a general mathematical model. The description takes the form of 
a text string, and a Python algorithm was built to render the symbol and implemented in the QGIS 
environment. The article also presents a comparison of some cartographic symbols used in the 
Czech Republic and in selected EU countries and a proposal for their unification. The motivation is 
the effort to unify the cartographic language within the EU. The problem is in accordance with the 
INSPIRE directive (seamless map of Europe) at the international level and with the Digital Czechia 
2018+ strategy at the national level. 

Keywords: cartographic symbol; maps digitization; automated drawing of cartographic symbols; 
design of cartographic symbols; formal description of cartographic symbols 
 

1. Introduction 
The present time is characteristic of extensive digitization in almost all fields of 

human activities. In the Czech Republic (CR) a strategy for coordinated and comprehen-
sive digitization of the Czech Republic 2018+, in short, “Digital Czechia”, was accepted. 
One of the sub-targets of this strategy is an item called GeoInfoStrategy. It is about the 
effective use of spatial information in the state administration and in the public interest. 
This category also includes the digitization of national map series and relevant carto-
graphic products. World map products differ in their content, various coordinates, ver-
tical systems, projections, and cartographic languages used. One of the many projects 
that have been in this area is the research and development of software for state map 
series generalization addressed in [1]. Within this project was the modification of the 
symbol key also solved, the aim of which were: 
• Enrichment of the brand key with new elements or attributes from other databases, 
• Unification of the brand key across all scales, 
• Bringing the brand key closer to the form of other brand keys for better usability of 

the transmitted data, 
• Brand key to an automated mapping process adapting and avoiding the need for 

manual adjustments (resizing or color). 
Part of this project was the study of cartographic symbols, the possibility of unifying 
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the set of symbols in an international context, and their use in digitized map products. 
Currently, the standardization of symbol sets for printed maps is not still satisfactorily 
resolved at national levels. In the case of map production using information technologies, 
the standardization is only reflected in metadata structure and used system formats. 
Currently used cartographic symbol sets are stored in different software (ArcGIS, Mi-
croStation, etc.) in libraries that are not fully compatible among particular application 
software [2–5]. Methods for users to create new symbols or to modify existing symbols 
are not unified across the software. This situation limits the process of map product dig-
itization across all platforms and their common use on a national and international scale. 
In connection with the massive advent of digitization, the solution to these problems is 
very urgent. 

A considerable number of projects, works, and studies have been devoted to the 
issue of the digitization of maps. Projects at the European level include the European In-
teroperability Framework (EIF) [6], which aims: 
• To promote and support the delivery of European public services by fostering 

cross-border and cross-sectoral interoperability; 
• To guide public administrations in their work to provide European public services 

to businesses and citizens; 
• To complement and tie together the various National Interoperability Frameworks 

(NIFs) at the European level. Interoperability of data, services, and technologies is 
enabled by international technical norms and standards (ISO, OGC, etc.). The initi-
ators of these activities are the INSPIRE directive, Euro-Geographics, etc. 
In the Czech Republic (CR), the issue of unification and creation of cartographic 

symbols is addressed in several follow-up projects with the support of the Technology 
Agency of the Czech Republic, for example [1]. 

The aim of this article is to propose a suitable methodology for the creation, formal 
description, unification, and automatic drawing of cartographic symbols in the digital 
map series. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we mention some related work 
concerning cartographic symbols. In Section 3, we describe problems regarding carto-
graphic symbol creation and propose the method of a possible solution. Section 4 
demonstrates the experiments. Section 5 contains a discussion of the given topic. Section 
6 addresses the conclusions. 

2. Related Works 
The topics selected in this section are directly related to the goal defined in the pre-

vious chapter. The methods of formal description of cartographic symbols are described 
in [7–9]. The aim was to find out existing ways (methods) of finding common descrip-
tions of cartographic symbols that are platform-independent (desktop, web application, 
etc.).  

A proposal for a new cartographic language paradigm that would suit the map se-
ries of various states and thus make international collaboration in this field possible is 
presented in [7]. Authors do not propose the creation of individual cartographic symbols, 
but a cartographic language as a whole. They solve language style issues in various state 
map series, specific national conventions, and problems with cartographic symbol 
standardization. Authors propose a completely new cartographic language alphabet 
based on GIS templates that are more usable than conventional pixels or symbols. Tem-
plates of variable GIS icons support additional graphic elements including 
length/width/shape/angle/orientation. Numerals, alphabetical characters, and icono-
graphic symbols can be used as variables. The benefit is the possibility of visualization of 
multidimensional data relationships. Problems with the proportional size of cartographic 
symbols are solved in the work [8] by programming language R. This method is general 
and allows for both mathematical and perceptual scaling in the process of displaying the 
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symbols. There is no solution for the complex description of cartographic symbols 
graphics including attributes (color, thickness, line type, etc. The article [9] deals with 
linear cartographic language creation in the programming language C++. The creation of 
linear cartographic language creation in the programming language C++ is a topic in [9]. 
The algorithm concept primarily presents symbol visualization on digital maps with re-
spect to cartographic rules and valid standards. The formal symbol description is very 
similar (including rendering) at the expense of complexity and generality. 

The design of cartographic symbols including special symbols (user symbols) with 
regard to currently used symbols in EU states and their compatibility with applications 
for map production (GIS SW) is shown in [3,5,10–15].  

Methods of cartographic symbol creation in a GIS environment (ArcGIS) and on the 
website (Web Map Services) are discussed in paper [3]. Cartographic symbols were cre-
ated in the application CorelDraw and imported into the ArcGIS library via Font editor. 
National and international standards were respected during symbol creation. The ad-
vantage of this concept is the possibility of using symbols in both GIS environments and 
web applications. The disadvantage is a partial dependence on specific platforms 
(CorelDraw, ArcGIS).  

The use of random variable configurations and boundaries for the creation of car-
tographic symbols is a topic in [11]. These generating algorithms are limited by shape 
elements, cartographic standards, and many other conditions. The method is based on 
fractal geometry, namely the iterated function system (IFS). This method was imple-
mented into a digital mapping system for practical use. The essence of symbol generation 
is inspiring, but the limited use of symbols with randomly planar patterns is a disad-
vantage. A cognitive geometry model for cartographic symbols realization is proposed in 
[12]. Its advantage is usability not only on two-dimensional maps but also on digital 
maps, maps animation, and cartography for blind users. Another advantage of this 
model is precise data source representation and an intuitive understanding of the phe-
nomena that symbols represent on the map. However, the article does not indicate the 
methodology of symbol creation, their inclusion in applications, and binding to valid 
standards. The paper [5] describes cartographic symbol creation for geological maps. 
Symbols are defined with the aid of XML language and stored in the library. However, 
the library is dependent on the application and was specially developed for GIS Mani-
fold®. Symbol definitions are simple and sufficiently common, so after some modifica-
tions, they can be used in other GIS programs. Special standardized cartographic sym-
bols set for planetary mapping based on the American standards for geological explora-
tion are presented in [13]. Symbol sets are implemented into the GIS system, namely 
ArcGIS. This is a contribution to space research presentation and subsequent interplan-
etary space mapping.  

A new methodology for creating two-dimensional cartographic symbols and dia-
grams for application in thematic maps is described in [14]. 

The proposed method extends two construction theories of Bertin [10] and Wil-
kinson [15]. The benefit is improved visualization of statistical data on thematic maps.  

Problems of map product digitization are the topic of [16–23]. The aim was to dis-
cover problems that result from a transfer of classic analog to digital form maps. 

A method for creating map legends in a dynamic environment is introduced in [16]. 
These legends were developed for static media with respect to optimal map visualiza-
tion. The main criteria for the design of legends are element selection, symbols layout and 
their position, representation dynamics, and other factors. Cartographic symbols appear 
here only as legend components without further context. A multi-level hierarchic spatial 
model is designed in work [17]. Objects with increasing detail are stored in levels and can 
be used in the composition of maps at some scale. The method can also be applied to a 
specific display of cartographic symbols on a definite map at some scale. The problem of 
symbol creation is not solved in this paper. Geologic maps are characterized by very ex-
tensive and complicated legends. A new flexible legend that offers a lot of diverse geo-
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morphological information and possibilities of many information combinations is pro-
posed by the authors of [18]. The result is a scientific data-rich map that is more in-
formative than most maps used until now but is based on a simple legend. The devel-
oped system uses GIS applications as a base. Information based on geomorphological 
map symbols can be stored digitally and can be used as an efficient database with the-
matic levels and attribute tables. The advantage of this method is the simplification of the 
legend, but this does not address the concept of cartographic symbols creation in the 
legend. Graphics, numbers, and optimal distribution of buttons with inserted functions 
in applications for mobile mapping and maps presented in a web environment are de-
scribed in [19]. The problem of symbols creation and standardization is not solved in this 
work. With the integration of cartographic symbols that come from different sources into 
united map output deals [20]. The research results were primarily for mobile devices for 
LBS (Location Based Services) and intended to accept spatial data from various provid-
ers. The conception is based on ontology and has general utilization. The article does not 
resolve the symbol creation issue, only their selection in a common map. Several selection 
rules ensure the avoidance of symbol duplication. A hierarchical classification system for 
thematic cartography is proposed in paper [21]. The system was applied to atlases in the 
Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic from 1935 until now. The contribution of the 
work is a method for the time series analysis of cartographic products and their subse-
quent classification in terms of topics and logic. The article [22] proposes the method for 
the automatic selection of point height positions that represent natural features as peaks, 
saddles, or depressions. The algorithm and data structure are designed for a continuous 
scale. The contribution is a result comparable with manually created reference compila-
tions. This research does not solve the cartographic symbol creation issue but introduces 
an interesting method for other use of these symbols. The algorithm for automatic con-
tour line generation according to cartographic lines is proposed in the article [23]. This 
algorithm deals with supplementary contours selection and automated methods for their 
placement on topographic maps. Results of this method are similar to manually placed 
supplementary contours. The method is suitable for digital terrain model creation and is 
a rewarding contribution to map digitization. 

Methods for automated visualization of cartographic symbols are the topic of sev-
eral works [4,24–28]. This part deals with symbol selection from a suitable database, their 
positioning and plotting in a map face using automated tools. A method for the visuali-
zation of proportional cartographic symbols on a map is presented in [24]. The algorithm 
is based on a decomposition of an original symbol to components and their hierarchical 
synthesis and contains tools for display optimization. With respect to the concept, this 
approach is similar to ours. The study [4] presents possibilities of cartographic symbols’ 
dynamic visualization on digital static maps. The proposed methods were based on a se-
ries of visual tests, parameters of dynamic symbols visualization (intensity and frequency 
of blink, size, etc.), and their optimization in relation to the current scale was evaluated. 
The publication [25] presents a proposal of a method for the improvement of visualiza-
tion of cartographic symbols stored in the GIS applications library. The symbols’ pro-
posal is based on the aliasing repression and solves mutual relations between particular 
symbols. The proposed method is also inspirational for the topic solved in this article. An 
effective method for linear cartographic symbols depiction in 3D is described in the paper 
[26]. It is about an acceleration algorithm for GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). Due to 
this, symbol depiction can be in almost real-time executed. The authors of [27] deal with 
perceptional aspects of graphic variables (namely shape and size), the problem of chosen 
and map background during cartographic visualization. The benefit of this study is un-
derstanding map users’ reactions to various cartographic symbols in different cultural 
conditions. These experiments were accomplished in the Czech Republic and China. The 
proposal and implementation of variable POI (Points Of Interest) symbol models is the 
topic of [28]. The benefit is improved symbol visualization on digital maps in a web en-
vironment based on principles of cognitive psychology. 
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It is clear from relevant literature that problems of creation, formal description and 
visualization on digital map products are solved from many perspectives and in various 
contexts. All the presented methods are inspiring, and include original ideas, but none of 
them solve this problem comprehensively. Cartographic symbols creation is applica-
tion-dependent in many cases. The methods proposed for the description of cartographic 
symbols are, in many cases, based on Cascading Style Sheets for Maps—CartoCSS [29] or 
OGC (Open GeoSpatial Consortium) Symbology Encoding [30]. The advantage of these 
tools is their versatility and flexibility, the disadvantage is the relative complexity of the 
description and the need to know the syntax of these languages, which requires good 
knowledge of information technology. The method proposed in this article tries to re-
move the previously mentioned problems. 

3. Materials and Methods 
The aim, described in Section 1 (to propose a suitable methodology for the creation, 

formal description, unification, and automatic drawing of cartographic symbols in the 
digital map series) was delivered in two parts: 
1. Analysis of cartographic symbols in map series in CR and related EU states in order 

to design a uniform symbol set. 
2. Proposal of a suitable method for the description of cartographic symbols. 

3.1. Analysis of Cartographic Symbols in Map Series in CR and Selected EU States in Order to 
Design a Uniform Symbol Set 

This topic was in [31] and [32], basic results are presented in Section 4.1. Project [1] 
was solved under the cooperation of the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Ca-
daster and Institute of Geodesy, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Brno University of Tech-
nology (both Czech Republic). 

Given the significant historical development of the features used in the national map 
series of the EU, it would not be right to reject these features and design completely new 
ones. On the contrary, it is more advantageous to support this development and thus use 
these symbols for the new uniform symbol set. The biggest advantages lie in the experi-
enced features of both map users and makers, but also in the fact that they are tested for 
use in practice. As the features in each country have evolved, it can be assumed and even 
desirable that the newly created single set will undergo evolution with the necessary 
changes and adjustments. 

However, it is not possible to take a set of symbols from one country and declare it 
the best that should be used throughout the European Union. A single symbol set should 
be created by comparing and evaluating matching symbols. Considerations on a uniform 
symbol set should thus begin with the selection of countries whose symbol sets will form 
the so-called basic symbol selection group. The used selective method with predeter-
mined conditions thus determines the symbol sets that will enter the analytical part of the 
work. Reducing the number of countries for comparison will make the comparison 
analysis more efficient. 

One of the main selection criteria should be the number of people who are already 
related to the field. Because the more inhabitants the state has, the more users are already 
used to its state symbol set. If the symbol sets of the most populous countries are com-
bined, fewer users will have to learn new symbols. This condition mainly concerns users, 
but we must not forget the map creator either. It can be assumed that the larger the area, 
the more people must participate in the creation of the state map. These two considera-
tions combine the criterion of population and area of states to select a basic group for 
comparing features. At the same time, the selected countries should represent the major-
ity of the European Union in both area and population. 

The number of states was reduced during the project processing on the basis of co-
operation with the Embassy and it needs further reduction. In the end, the work is pri-
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marily aimed at the countries of Central Europe, that is, the Czech Republic and neigh-
boring countries. 

Next, comparisons and detailed analysis of the graphical variables of the corre-
sponding features helped to reveal the trends of contemporary national cartographic 
languages and their similarity or, conversely, diversity. The manual visual comparison of 
graphic variables was performed by the research team and subsequently evaluated by 
the authors in a quantitative and qualitative comparison. 

A similar comparison was made due to the history of the symbols used on the maps 
of Czech state map works in order to reveal the trends in the development of carto-
graphic language in CR. This analysis was also performed by the visual comparison of 
graphical variables and resulted in quantitative and qualitative outputs. 

3.1.1. The Process of Accepting New Symbols 
The design of the new features then took place on the basis of a discussion among 

experts from the cartographic section of the Embassy, their experience with problematic 
situations in cartographic interpretation and, last but not least, with the inclusion of 
comments from users of state map productions. These proposals had to go through sev-
eral trial publications with departmental and interdepartmental comments. All carto-
graphic activities are subject to the Surveying Act, which, after approval by the Parlia-
ment of the Czech Republic on 30 September 1994, entered into force on January 1st 1995. 

Only then were they admitted to the press for public distribution. All symbols were 
drawn in ArcGIS and used for the automatic creation of state map series. The symbols are 
at the same time supplemented with detailed specifications and published in a compre-
hensive symbol key. 

3.1.2. Factors Influencing the Comparison of Symbols 
The biggest obstacle for comparing symbols is the translation of their meanings be-

cause one word in a foreign language can have several Czech equivalents and vice versa. 
The differences between the names of the symbols are difficult to distinguish, especially 
when it comes to specialized objects, such as electrical or mining elements. The use of 
multilingual regulations and a terminological dictionary partially addresses this issue 
[33]. Another significant complication is the absence of dimensions. This makes it im-
possible to compare the symbols in detail and draw other conclusions, such as the im-
portance of the phenomenon, etc. The comparison is thus limited to the appearance of the 
symbols. The biggest problem is the different ways and details of the division of elements 
and their hierarchical division. 

3.2. Method for Description of Cartographic Symbols 
Afterward, we can formulate basic requirements for the method for cartographic 

symbols creation: 
There is a possibility to generate own symbols besides established standards, for 

example, for thematic maps. 
• Depiction for any scales (proportional change of symbol geometric proportions). 
• Possibility to modify symbols according to requirements. 
• Possibility to combine symbols. 
• Application independence.  
• Optimization of symbols location to map face in case of possible symbols overlap.  

Proposed solution concept. 
The authors chose the following working procedure for automated cartographic 

symbols generation: 
• Creation of a mathematical model of cartographic symbols based on graphic varia-

bles. 
• Proposal of a formal language for graphics description (syntax). 
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• Choice of a scripting language to symbols depictions for variable scale maps. 
• Proposal of an algorithm and the realization of the process in a suitable application 

(e.g., ArcGIS, QGIS). 
The proposed method is shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Concept of automated creation and usage of cartographic symbols. 

3.2.1. Mathematical Model 
Authors Pravda [34] and Bertin [10] mention these basic graphic variables of a 

symbol: 
Shape—given by symbol contour line. 
Size—represents the quantitative value of phenomenon and this quantity is propor-

tional to symbol size. 
Filling or texture—using colors or raster to express phenomenon quality, quantity 

can be expressed by different intensities of color or raster. 
Orientation—is important if symbols express some phenomenon’s position in rela-

tion to coordinate grid (or another object) or phenomenon development along some 
route. 

Color—characteristics used are hue, saturation, and brightness [35]. 
Hojovec [36] and Voženílek [37] extend these graphic variables by two more: 
Structure—internal graphic segmentation of symbol. It can express quantitative re-

lations among components that form the whole phenomenon. The structure can have 
only esthetic sense. 

Position (georeferencing)—symbol location on the map using coordinates. 
Digital forms of cartography provide another means of expression, such as move-

ment, blinking, or color change, etc. Problems of these variables are not explored in this 
work. 

On basis of the above-mentioned variables, cartographic symbol s ∈ S is given by 
depiction of f 

f: P x G x M x O → S, e.g.,: s = f(p, g, m, o) (1)

where 
S is collection of cartographic symbols. The collection means that symbols may re-

peat in the set. This enables the creation of composed (also hierarchical) cartographic 
symbols and their repeated use, for example, basic symbol pattern placing on a linear 
element. 

P is the set of symbol fixed points in a map space with coordinates x, y, (z), 
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G is a set of geometrical and descriptive elements with attributes of which a symbol 
is composed (symbol graphical variables); the set is influenced by standardization and 
valid legislation. They can be standard or created for a given purpose. They depend on a 
geographical object o ∈ O that is represented by the given symbol. 

M is map scale—it also influences symbol representation on a map. It influences the 
size of the symbol that is to be displayed. 

O is the set of geographic objects on a map, which are represented by the symbol 
(symbol semantics). 

When designing symbols, taking existing symbol forms in the CR and the EU into 
consideration is necessary. It is also important to select suitable representative symbols 
that would be appropriate in a wider context of use. This is a method of compromise 
between the modern approach to digitalization and the symbol forms used so far within 
the European and world cartographic communities. 

3.2.2. Proposal of a Formal Language for Symbol Graphic Description (Syntax) 
The language for a cartographic symbol description was proposed on the basis of 

graphical variables and Equation (1)—see the previous subchapter. The basic idea was a 
description of graphic variables set by simple elements (primitives), from which it would 
be possible to create more complex elements using composition (e.g., a circle replaced by 
a sequence of line segments). 

The basic attributes of the symbols were classified within the information analysis in 
the previous subchapter. Symbolic equivalents that serve as commands for drawing were 
assigned to these attributes : 
1. Global symbol parameters (valid for the whole map sheet or slice): 

• symbol ID, 
• x, y, (z), coordinates of symbol fixed point, 
• M—map scale-value M = 0 means that the symbol will not be drawing in a 

given scale. 
2. Local symbol parameters: 

a) Commands for geometric elements drawing (drawing of points, lines, arcs, cir-
cles, or polygons. Coordinates relative in relation with symbol fixed point). 

• L = line x1, y1, x2, y2 
• A = arc—add parameters 
• R = ring xs, ys, r (circle with center and radius) 
• P = polygon xi, yi (vertexes on polygon boundary) 
b) Commands for geometry design—color, type, and weight of the line (drawing 

attributes). 
• C = color <color ID> (color code, same as filling color code) 
• F = color <color ID for filling>—last defined entity (circle or polygon) will be 

filled with given color. Colors (C, F) will be from color table chosen. F = N 
means without filling 

• Y = type <type line number> 
• W = weight <weight line number> 
• T = text <font number>—other attributes (C, Y, W) will be adopted from geom-

etry definition 
• H = hypertext—link to another object (file) in case of dynamic visualization 

(animation) or symbol with multimedia components.  
• Separators of commands are semicolons ‘;’ (alternative TAB or space).  
• Decimal points will be represented by dots ‘.’. 
The previously mentioned formal language of symbols description will be saved in a 

text file in this format: 
(line structure for 1 cartographic symbol):  
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<ID, commands sequence, EOL (End of Line)>.  
Symbols are currently saved in application libraries in graphic formats (raster or 

vector). The disadvantage is a necessity for the symbol transformation for a given scale 
while putting symbols into the map sheet. The transformation works automatically in 
this method. 

For the proposed method, a special algorithm for drawing cartographic symbols 
was developed. The input of the algorithm were global data (symbol ID, coordinates of 
the reference point x0, y0, scale M) and a text file containing a formal description of car-
tographic symbols. The flowchart of the algorithm is in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Algorithm for drawing cartographic symbols. 

4. Experimental Results 
The verification of the proposed methodology consisted of three phases: 

1. Processing of analysis of used cartographic symbols in map works of neighboring 
states with relation to the Czech Republic and the EU. 

2. Design of new cartographic symbols. 
3. Design and implementation of an algorithm for drawing the cartographic symbols 

based on the formal description. 
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4.1. Analysis of Used Cartographic Symbols in Map Works of Neighboring States with Relation to 
the Czech Republic and the EU 

This part is a proposal for new symbols that would unify the cartographic language 
in the Czech Republic with neighboring states or with EU countries. This issue was ad-
dressed in a project supervised by the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Czech 
Republic. 

In this part, only the essential results of research related to the topic of the article are 
presented. The study compared the cartographic symbols of these selected countries: the 
Czech Republic (CZE), the Federal Republic of Germany (DEU), the Polish Republic 
(POL), the Republic of Austria (AUT), and the Slovak Republic (SVK). The symbols were 
compared in the scale series of 1:10,000, 1:25,000, 1:50,000, 1:100,000, and 1:200,000. From 
the Czech Republic, the comparison symbols for civil-based maps (BM) and for military 
topographic maps (MTM) were included. An overview of the available scales in each is 
given in Table 1. The character “X” means that a map in the given scale is missing. 

Table 1. Overview of scale series included in comparison tables. 

CZE—BM CZE—MTM AUT DEU POL SVK 
1:10,000 X X 1:10,000 1:10,000 1:10,000 
1:25,000 1:25,000 1:25,000 1:25,000 1:25,000 1:25,000 
1:50,000 1:50,000 1:50,000 1: 50,000 1:50,000 1: 50,000 

1:100,000 1:100,000 X 1:100,000 1:100,000 1:100,000 
1:200,000 1:250,000 1:250,000 1:250,000 X 1:250,000 

A comparison of the features of map works in the selected countries was performed 
by analyzing the map works on a scale of 1:50,000. Map works in all selected countries 
are published on this scale. The comparison was made from two points of view: 
1. Quantitative, where the number of identical symbols was determined absolute-

ly—see Table 2 and relatively—see Table 3. Table 2 shows how many identical 
symbols the individual combinations of the six states have (character “X” means 
coincidence), Table 3 shows the number of identical symbols found when compar-
ing all pairs of selected states. The most important symbols are the symbols that are 
the same in all countries (Table 2), these can be used without major changes. How-
ever, even symbols identical in a smaller number of states are usable for the result-
ing set of symbols. It is from them that the characteristics of the new symbols can be 
derived, which are then easier for a larger number of users to accept. The second 
comparison (Table 3) evaluates the consistency only between individual pairs of 
states, regardless of the others. The number in the cell means, how many symbols 
are in the pair of countries identical or similar. Table 4 shows the colors for road 
symbols on maps in selected countries and on different scales. The character “X” 
means, that roads on a map of the given scale are missing. Detailed analysis results 
are available in [32]. 

Table 2. Comparison maps of selected countries (scale 1:50,000). 

Number 
of Coun-

tries 

Number 
of Identi-
cal Sym-

bols 

CZE—BM CZE—MTM AUT DEU POL SVK 

6 countries 13 X X X X X X 
13 X X X X X  

5 
countries 

4 X X  X X X 
1 X X X X  X 
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4 
countries 

10  X X X X  
9 X X X  X X 
7 X X X X   
3 X X  X X  
3 X X X   X 
3 X  X X X  
3 X   X X X 

3 
country 

18 X X X    
7  X  X X  
5 X   X X  
5  X X  X  
4 X    X X 
4  X X X   
3 X X   X  
2   X X X  
1 X  X X   
1    X X X 

2 country 

76  X  X   
37 X   X   
15  X  X   
13  X   X  
11 X  X    
8    X X  
7   X X   
5   X  X  
4 X    X  
4 X     X 
3 X X     
2    X  X 
1     X X 

Table 3. Comparison of pair of map series, scale 1:50,000. 

 CZE—MTM DEU POL AUT SVK 
CZE—BM 77 90 64 79 32 

CZE—MTM  77 80 159 21 
BAV   72 61 24 
POL    60 26 
AUT     17 

Table 4. Demonstration of the colors of the road network—all scales. 

 CZE—BM 
CZE—MT

M AUT DEU POL SVK 

1:10,000 
 

X X 
   

1:25,000 
  

    

1:50,000   
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1:100,000   X 
   

1:200,000 
(1:250,000)   

  
X 

 

2. Qualitative, where the features were compared in terms of graphic variables (shape, 
color, types of lines) or uniqueness. Different symbol shapes for the same object (gas 
station, hospital, and greenhouse) in individual countries and map series are in  
Table 5. Table 6 shows symbols that only appear on several maps (cadastral 
boundary—CR BM, weather station—CR MTM, underground metro station—CR 
MTM, product pipeline pumping station—CR MTM, stop station—AUT, and 
well—AUT). In these cases, the unification of symbols was proposed. 

Table 5. Different shapes of symbols—scale 1:50,000 [38–42]. 

Gas Station Hospital Green House 
CR-MT

M POL DEU AUT CR-ZM CR-MTM BAV POL 

       

Table 6. Objects displayed on only one map part—scale 1:50,000, [39,40,43]. 

Cadastral 
Boundary 

Weather Sta-
tion 

Underground 
Metro Section 

Product 
Pipeline 
Pumping 
Station 

Stop Station Well 

CR—BM CR—MTM CR—MTM CR—MTM AUT AUT 

   
 

 

4.2. Design of New Cartographic Symbols 
The Czech Office for Surveying and Cadaster approached the revision and creation 

of a new symbol key, primarily in order to unify the symbols across all the standards 
published in its diction. At the same time, it was decided to bring the symbols closer to 
the form of their respective equivalents on the maps of neighboring states. The technol-
ogies used for the creation and printing of map works, especially their possibilities and 
limits, also play an important role in designing new features. By adapting the symbols to 
these processes, more manual adjustments can be avoided and automated creation can be 
supported. With the use of suitable digital means, the drawing can also be refined, 
smaller symbol sizes and thinner lines can be used, thus preventing multiple elements 
from overlapping. 

One of the technical limits that need to be set and harmonized at the same time are 
the values of graphical variables—see the mathematical model. Within the physiological 
capabilities of the human body, the minimum line thickness can be used. Based on many 
years of experience, a thickness of 0.13 mm was determined for ZTM5 and ZTM10, a 
thickness of 0.10 mm for ZTM25 and ZTM50, and 0.075 mm for ZTM100 and 0.10 mm for 
ZTM250. 

In addition to unifying the geometry of the symbols, a uniform color palette and a 
table of the fonts used and comprehensive rules for their use at all scales are also needed. 
The color palette contains the names and visualizations of the colors themselves, their 
specifications using CMYK components, and usage examples. An example of a color 
chart is shown in the cut-out in Table 7, the whole is then part of the new symbol key. 
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The extensive analysis presented in [32] was followed by the design and construc-
tion of new cartographic symbols. Given the need to harmonize symbol interpretation on 
map products on a wide scale from 1:5000 to 1:250,000, it was necessary to make several 
compromise decisions and establish certain rules for their design at the beginning of 
symbol processing. It was the alignment of color and geometric shape and other param-
eters. A major problem was the unification of requirements for symbols and their form 
between scales of 1:5000 and 1:10,000. Collisions in needs occurred mainly due to the 
fully automated creation of ZTM5 and the amount of information and space on Base Map 
1:5000 (BM5). In BM5, it is preferred to display objects using point symbols without de-
scription, while BM10 prefers symbols with accompanying descriptions. Especially for 
BM5, multiple symbols often overlap because the objects are close to each other (less than 
5 m), hence, the so-called double symbols were created. Examples of double symbols for 
the same object and their classic equivalents are shown in Table 8. 

Table 7. Color range of new symbols (zoom). 

  C M Y K  

Green 
 

6 0 22 0 

Filling areas of hop gardens, 
vineyards, orchards, parks, 
gardens, cemeteries, recrea-

tional buildings, open-air 
museum, ZOO 

Yellow 
 

0 0 85 0 Road filling II. and III. class 

Light yellow 0 0 20 0 Permanent grass-
land–meadow, pasture 

Purple 
 

0 70 0 0 Administrative boundaries 

Table 8. Examples of double symbols for the scale 1:5000. 

Factory 
Chimney 

Poppet-Head 
in Operating 

Monument, 
Memorial, 
Headstone 

Fountain, 
Spa Spring 

Lonely Rock, 
Lonely Boul-

der 

Group  
of Boulders 

      

For several symbols, it was required to distinguish more types from an original 
model. The current symbol was mostly preserved while a new symbol has been added or 
modified for the newly recognized category. A typical example is a symbol for a church, 
which existed in the original BM only once. For the new state map series, a distinction 
was made between a church with a tower and without a tower, as well as the creation of a 
new symbol for the synagogue. Similarly, newly distinguishers between two types of fuel 
filling stations, in particular, LPG or CNG and others were created. Furthermore, instead 
of one symbol for the fortress and the bunker, the heavy object and the others were dis-
tinguished. An example of the symbols is shown in Table 9. 

In terms of categorization, there were relatively large changes for area fillings and 
point symbols for vegetation and soil surface (garden, orchard, forest soil, etc.). At the 
same time, the colors across the scales were unified. 
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Table 9. Distinguish multiple types of the same object. 

 Church Fuel Station Bunker, Blockhouse 
original 
symbol    

new 
symbol 

with 
tower 

without 
tower 

syna-
gogue 

LPG  
or CNG other 

heavy 
object other 

       

New symbols were also created based on the requirement to eliminate existing de-
scriptions. In the original CZE-BM, some symbols were identical for several objects and 
for clarification were supplemented by a description. Thanks to the newly designed spe-
cific symbols for particular elements, such descriptions are not required and thus the 
map becomes more transparent. These specific symbols were created, for example, for a 
cooling tower (formerly used building emblem with a description), for a cylindrical tank 
and reservoir (displayed on the BM using the emblem for a tower on a building, tower, or 
building with a description), for a museum and theater (displayed by a building cultural 
object), for a cooling tower (originally displayed as a building with a description). Some 
of the newly created symbols are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10. Newly created symbols to eliminate the description. 

Cooling Tower Cylindrical 
Tank, Reservoir 

Silo Museum Theatre 

     

There were also fundamental changes in the roads/railways category, especially for 
roads. The colors were changed and all contour lines were thinned. For registered roads, 
road numbers were added. The symbol for the bridge, which was newly designed, un-
derwent a major change with several stages of creation. In the category of Railways, the 
color was changed to a darker gray. The original intention to implement symbols for 
trails and tracks from the military maps did not take place. The main reason was the 
frequent collision of the transverse lines of the symbol with other drawings, often re-
quiring manual adjustments.  

Other symbols from this category underwent similar modifications as in the Road 
category. Examples of some changed symbols from the roads/railways category can be 
seen in Table 11. 

Table 11. Change of symbols in the roads and railways category. 

 Railway Stop Park or Ceme-
teryPath 

Tunnel of the I. 
Class Road 

Tunnel of the II. 
Class Road 

Original 
symbol    

New 
symbol     

Several completely new symbols had to be created. This mainly concerns the 1:5000 
scale, but some information and features were also shifted to smaller scales. The newly 
distinguished elements include, for example, a rest area, a heliport, public administration 
offices, an underground reservoir, or a tribune—see Table 12. 
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Table 12. Symbols for newly distinguished elements. 

Heliport  Rest Area Municipal Authority 

   

The design of new symbols and changes of existing symbols has undergone gradual 
development. Often, innovative designs had to be abandoned in the end because the 
changes were not very favorable when tested on printed examples. Examples of the de-
velopment of some symbols are shown in Table 13 (silo, cooling tower, bridge, and aq-
ueduct). 

The final list of symbols contains the symbols for all scales, including dimensions. 
Some dimensions are not listed for symbols that display objects in BM 1:5000 depending 
on the actual dimensions. Above all, these are the symbols of roads and watercourses, 
which are drawn according to the actual width. The complex catalog of symbols for basic 
topographic maps in the whole scale range can be found in [32]. 

According to the authors, the procedure presented in this section is one of the effec-
tive methods that suit the extensive digitization of map works and their harmonization 
from a transnational point of view. 

Table 13. The development of new symbols. 

 Silo Cooling Tower Bridge Aqueduct 
Working 
proposals    

Final 
proposals   

 
 

4.3. Implementation of an Algorithm for Drawing the Cartographic Symbols Based on Formal 
Description 

The principle of the proposal formal language is clear from the example of the point 
symbol depiction (chapel) on a map and the relevant formal notation of drawing—see 
Figure 3. 

Coordinate system: Datum of Uniform Trigonometric Cadastral Network (in Czech: 
SJTSK). 

 
Figure 3. Example of point symbol depiction (chapel) from the formal description. 

Formal notation 
Global parameters: 
Fixed point coordinates: 
x0 = [xSJTSK] 
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y0 = [ySJTSK] 
scale M = 100 (1:100) 
ID = <chapel> 
Symbol geometry description:  
It is assumed that x0 = 0 and y0 = 0 (relative coordinates): 
Line in Text File: 
ID; F = 255; R0,0,2; C = black; Y = solid; W = 1.5; L0,0,−6,0; L−4,2,−4−2; <EOL> 
Algorithm input parameters for symbols depiction: 
ID, x0, y0, M. 
The symbol representing the church in the environment QGIS is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. The symbol representing the chapel in the QGIS environment. 

Another demonstration example of a linear symbol is shown in Figure 5. This sym-
bol represents the difficulty of the route in maps of cycling paths [2]. This basic segment 
is repeated on the whole route. 

 
Figure 5. Example of linear symbol depiction (road) from the formal description. 

Symbol geometry description:  
It is assumed that x0 = 0 a y0 = 0 (relative coordinates), ID = <road with type of sur-

face> 
Line in Text File: 
ID; F = violet; P0,0,−1,0,−1,−12,0,−12; F = black; P0,−4,−1,−4,−1,−4.2,0,−4.2; 
P0,−12,−1,−12,−1,−12.2,0−12.2;<EOL> 
The proposed method is able to describe also composed symbol. An example of an 

area symbol is shown in Figure 6, symbol geometry description is in the next text. 
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Symbol geometry description:  
It is assumed that x0 = 0 a y0 = 0 (relative coordinates), ID = <area symbol: garden> 
Line in Text File: 
ID; F = green; P0,0,-8,0,-8,-12,0,-12; F = N; Y = solid; 

R−2.5,−3,1;R−5.5,−3,1;R−2.5,−9,1;R−5.5,−9,1; 
F = black; R0,0,0.8;R−2,0,0.8; R−4,0,0.8; R−6,0,0.8; R−8,0,0.8; R−8,−2,0.8; R−8,−4,0.8; 
R−8,−6,0.8; R−8,−8,0.8; R−8.−10.8; R−8,−12,0.8; 
R−12,−6,0.8; R−12,−4,0.8; R−12,−2,0.8; R−12,0,0.8; 
R−10,0,0.8; R-8,0,0.8; R−6,0,0.8; R−4,0,0.8; R−2,0,0.8; <EOL> 

 
Figure 6. Example of area symbol depiction (garden) from the formal description. 

A demonstration example of a special user-defined symbol is shown in Figure 7. 
This symbol represents a pub in purpose maps of cycling paths [2]—see Figure 8.  

Symbol geometry description:  
It is assumed that x0 = 0 a y0 = 0 (relative coordinates), ID = <area symbol: pub> 
Line in Text File: 
ID; F = blue; P-1,-1,-2,0,-12,0,-13,-1,-14,-2,-14,-12,-13,-13,-14,-12,-14,-2,-13,-1,-12,0,-2,0; 
F = white; A-10,-2.5,12,-6,-10,-9.5; L-10,-2.5,-10,-9.5; P-2,-2,-9,-2,-9,-9-9,-2; 
F = blue; P-3,-3,-8,-3,-8,-4,-3,-4; P-3,-5,-8,-5,-8,-6,-3,-6P-3,-7,-8,-7,-8,-8,-3,-8; 
C = white; W = 1; L-8,-10,-8,13;A-8,-13,-6.5,-12.5,-4.5,-10; <EOL> 

 
Figure 7. Example of user-defined symbol depiction (pub) from the formal description. 

According to the symbol ID, the program searches for the appropriate line in the text 
file and performs parsing of the text. Commands for drawing a symbol (line points, 
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polygons) are identified using separators (special characters). Within each command, the 
symbology of individual elements (color, strength and line type, etc.) is processed and 
written to the appropriate layer. Finally, optional operations such as merging layers, 
converting from vector to raster format, and the like are performed. The algorithm was 
debugged in the Python scripting language in the QGIS environment. Figure 4 shows a 
church symbol in QGIS. This emblem was designed as a common symbol for map works 
in the Czech Republic and neighboring countries [32]. The symbol description according 
to the methodology in chapter 3.3 is (the separator is a semicolon): 

ID5; Fblack;R0,0,70; Cblack; Ysolid; W4.6; L0,0,−6,0; L−4,2,−4,−2; <EOL> 
The algorithm is sufficiently universal and can be used in any CAD, GIS, etc. appli-

cation. 
The proposed method was verified when creating special maps for cycling. In this 

case, it was necessary to display the route map with additional information such as type 
of surface, difficulty of the road, type of road (1st, 2nd, or 3rd class road), etc. An example 
of these maps is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Maps for bike paths were also created for the 
web environment—the link is to [44]. 

 
Figure 8. Point and line symbols in a special map for cycling paths. 
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Figure 9. Combined line symbols in a special map for cycling paths. 

It can be seen from the figures that the proposed description of the cartographic 
symbol is universal and allows the combination of all possible graphic elements within 
one symbol. 

5. Discussion 
The digitization of maps is not just about converting maps from analog to digital 

formats. It is mainly a unification of methods and processes in the creation, updating, and 
presentation of cartographic works. 

Experience from practice confirms that digitization in the given field will be maxi-
mally effective, under the following conditions: 
• All work procedures will be the same if possible. 
• All processes will be as simple as possible. 
• Data flows between subsystems will be in machine-readable format. 
• Phenomena from legislation and standardization will be clearly implemented in the 

application software. 
• The information infrastructure, that is., HW and SW, will be the same at all levels of 

organizational units. 
In the field of cartographic works, the authors proposed to solve this problem on 

two levels: 
• Analysis of the current state of map production in selected EU countries in order to 

unify the procedures for the creation, interpretation, and publication of map works 
at the national and international level. 

• Unify the map key of the analyzed digital maps and design a method for the simple 
description of cartographic symbols. 
Given the current solutions, the presented methodology is beneficial in the follow-

ing points: 
• Analyzes map works not only at the national but also at the international level. 
• It seeks to unify the map key in an international context. 
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• Suggests a simple description of cartographic symbols, independent of application 
and national language. 
The symbol description stored in the text file can be considered the simplest data 

structure that any user can create and interpret even without special information tech-
nology. In addition, each application has the means to process text files. 

The paper contains examples of cartographic symbols and their description. These 
are just demonstration examples that prove that the proposed description is general 
enough to describe even complex features. 

The methods published so far, which dealt with the design of symbols, were con-
ceived mostly from a certain point of view without a broader context. For example, the 
method proposed in the article [3] is usable in a web environment but is applica-
tion-dependent on ArcGIS and Corel Draw. The method of symbol creation described in 
the publication [5] is very general (description using XML), but also applica-
tion-dependent. Another disadvantage is that the description of symbols using XML is 
extensive (of considerable size), complex, and confusing. The approach to symbol crea-
tion using fractal geometry proposed in another article has similar properties [11]. Other 
works focus more on cartographic language as a whole than on the creation of individual 
symbols. These are, for example, publications [7] where the benefit is a new paradigm of 
cartographic language, which would suit the map works of various states and thus ena-
ble international cooperation in this field. The authors [45] then propose a completely 
new alphabet of cartographic language based on templates. The benefit of the method is 
the possibility of visualizing the mutual relationship of multidimensional data. 

One of the most important aspects of digitization is the unification of processes, 
procedures, and methods in a given field to the widest possible extent (region, state, …). 
To achieve this goal, it is necessary that all processes are simplified as much as possible 
and made understandable and easily accessible to all actors. These principles also apply 
to the digitization of cartographic symbols. 

Currently, there is a growing need for digital maps for various and specific pur-
poses. An example of this is, for example, a collection of maps for cycling, orienteering, 
etc. The authors encountered the issue of the requirement for special cartographic sym-
bols in projects [46] (marking of areas on the map, where the optimal GNSS method is 
recommended) [47] (symbols representing selected properties for stakeholders) and [48] 
(creation of output maps for classification surfaces above underground gas pipelines). A 
similar problem was solved in the creation of maps for crisis management [49]. 

These maps use very specific map features for a given purpose. The advantage of the 
proposed solution is its simplicity, so the cartographic symbol can be described by the 
end-user, who is not an expert in the field of information technology. The proposed 
procedure can be considered as an alternative to the methods published so far. It is 
therefore a method that is accessible to the widest possible public using digital maps for 
its activities. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 
This work is focused mainly on the possibility of converging cartographic symbol 

expression on state map works published in the Czech Republic and neighboring coun-
tries. The creation of a single symbol set is a very lengthy process involving several is-
sued and tested sets, which can be gradually adapted to reflect the needs of the countries 
concerned. At the same time, it is necessary to use the experience from symbol sets that 
have already been published and used for several years. The gradual convergence of 
symbol sets between states depends primarily on the accessibility of individual state or-
ganizations. But given the involvement of countries in the European Union and in initia-
tives such as INSPIRE and EuroGeographics, interest in this development can be ex-
pected in at least some countries. Poland, Bavaria, and Spain, in particular, have already 
shown interest in this cooperation. 
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It is relatively clear from the results of the comparison of the symbols used in the 
countries concerned that creating a complete universal set of symbols for all countries 
would be a very demanding and probably time-consuming process. These are mainly 
categories of borders and communications, where each state applies a different division, 
hierarchy, and definition of individual elements. This cannot simply be unified, as ad-
ministrative divisions are usually deeply rooted in the historical development of the state 
itself. Unification or at least approximation in this category would require longer nego-
tiations and the involvement of relevant state organizations. In other categories, it would 
be possible, in agreement with the competent authorities of the individual states, to ad-
just the displayed objects and the detail of their differentiation and at least partially unify 
them. In these areas, even within the development of symbols in individual countries, 
there are often changes, as follows from the analysis of the development of symbol sets 
used historically in the Czech Republic. 

The cartographic symbol key, which was created in this work in cooperation with 
the Czech Office for Surveying and Cadaster and Military Geographical and Hydrome-
teorological Office CZ, has so far been developed primarily for the needs of the Czech 
state map work. However, it is important that it was created precisely and with detailed 
additional information describing all the graphic variables of the symbols. At the begin-
ning of 2020, trial production of ZTM5, ZTM10, and ZTM25 began, and further also 
ZTM50 and ZTM100. These pilot map sheets will gradually check the proposed features. 
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